
Hula POS Solves Problems for Restaurants 

At 4% the restaurant industry is one of the main contributors to the United States’ gross domestic 
product.   It is responsible for generating more than 12 million jobs and a revenue of almost $710 1

billion as of 2014. 

However, industry-wise, it has a 23% failure rate in its first year.  Many factors affect the level of success 2

or failure a restaurant faces: 

• Competition especially in more urban areas, including dining and business districts 
• Lack of capital  
• Poor advertising 
• Lack of brand or corporate identity 
• Insufficient training  
• Bad customer service 

Any or all these elements can contribute to a restaurant death.  But there is one common item that 
appears insignificant but is part and parcel of the entire operations: the POS system.  

The POS (point of sale) system is the electronic system that completes a transaction and a sale.  It is 
where employees swipe credit cards or calculate bills.  The POS is supposed to make employees’ job 
easier, boost sales by making sales processes more efficient and quick, and improve customer service 
by making sure customers are charged fairly and accurately.  

However, these machines are also plagued with their own issues: 

• POS terminals need regular upgrades, and thus, maintenance can be costly.  
• They can be very challenging to use, and the learning curve leads to plenty of mistakes.  
• Some are proprietary, which makes it difficult to integrate new hardware or software.  
• Other POS are simply legacy systems.  

These can affect restaurant operations in many ways. They can: 

• Eat a huge portion of revenues or cash flow for maintenance 
• Increase costs of employee training  
• Lead to high employee turnover rate 
• Reduce efficiency and speed of service 
• Push owners and operators to spend more on non-core components of the business like IT  
• Leave room for deliberate or malicious manipulation  
• Constrict sales transactions to limited number of payment options 
• Cause poor inventory control and reporting  

 National Restaurant Association, “Facts at a Glance,” News & Research.1
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While there is no perfect POS hardware or software, operators can choose to make their system better.  
Altametrics Inc., one of the leading suppliers of web-based business solutions for restaurant 
businesses, currently provides restaurant owners, managers, and IT heads with a reliable POS solution, 
Hula POS.  

Hula can: 

Drive sales through prompt upsells and different payment methods – Upselling is a common tactic 
in restaurants that is unfortunately poorly executed by many operators.  With upselling, businesses can 
offer more expensive items in the menu, attracting customers to buy more and giving employees the 
ability to push less-sellable options.  Hula ensures employees don’t forget to upsell as the software 
offers suggestions based on what matches best with the initial order before you can proceed to the 
next order. 

It also allows customers to pay using the method they are more comfortable with, as the software fully 
supports credit cards, checks and cash.  

Improve wait times – While some people do not mind waiting in line for hours (think of the crowds 
every time Apple releases a new iPhone), when it comes to waiting for food in a fast food 
establishment most customers are willing to wait five to 10 minutes.  After that, they may begin to feel 
antsy, frustrated, and eventually leave.   3

The challenge therefore is how make wait times more efficient and reliable.  Hula allows operators to 
choose the best process for your restaurant, whether the business is fast food, quick service or even 
fine dining. 

Support marketing strategies – Discounts are good marketing techniques as they invite traffic and 
customers in the short term, introduce new or reinvented menu items, and promote the restaurant 
brand.  This POS software adjusts to sales promos, including discounts and buy one, take one offers. 

A More Immersive Customer Experience 

What do customers look for in a restaurant? Is it location? That is certainly one consideration, but even 
smaller “hole-in-the-wall” establishments manage to survive.  

Perhaps it is the food, but when customers compare menus, sometimes they read the same word for 
word, even ingredient-wise.  Even flavors are the same on similar menu items, or they sport a minute 
difference to make them seem a more exceptional option.  Another factor in decision making for 
potential customers is certainly cost; however, this does not necessarily explain the popularity and 
expense of a fine dining establishment.  
One of the biggest factors that really compels customers to return to an establishment frequently is 
customer service, as explained in this article on Restaurantowner.com.  The POS can be harnessed to 
help improve customer service and provide customers with pleasant, memorable and efficient service.  

 Richard Strange, “How Long Will Retail Customers Wait (and What You Can Do to Help)?” Queue Management.3
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Operators can use Hula to: 

Save time and impress customers with “memory recall” – Hula helps to prove the adage that it is 
better to retain current and previous customers than to look for new.  Systems like Hula can drastically 
enhance a business’ brand through special features that retain information like most common orders 
or recent order histories.   

Make every dining experience more personal – Customer psychology is a simple but powerful tool.  
Although customers are fully cognizant of the fact that they are not alone when dining in an 
establishment, there is no way it can hurt a restaurant’s bottom line to make them feel as though they 
are.  The reality for any restaurant operator is to keep in mind that customers do not care if the 
restaurant is busy or if a printer has gone down.  Customers need to feel as though the moment they 
walk in the door, every employee is focused on them and their every need. 

In addition, Hula provides a more personal experience for customers by allowing operators to print 
checks with customer names on them.  

Increase customer loyalty – Hula lets allows operators to integrate gift cards and credit cards 
effortlessly into the POS system.  This puts any business using Hula on par with industry leaders and 
puts them on track to not only keep up but surpass the competition.  Furthermore, simple integrations 
for gift cards will bring in new customers as well as recurring.  Restaurants also can utilize this to 
improve on their branding message with personalized cards and more.   

Employee Support 

Employee turnover happens across all industries, but compared to the overall private employee sector, 
restaurants and accommodations posted a much higher rate at more than 60% in 2013.   Layoffs 4

constituted 17.8% while a staggering 41.9% could be attributed to employees who quit.  

The National Restaurant Association has considered many reasons for high turnover, including 
seasonal staffing and a workforce largely made up of students who are not available for work full-time.  

Restaurants nevertheless, should try to keep the employee turnover rate as small possible simply 
because it is so costly.  Absent employees can mean disruptions to work, forcing the business to 
operate in a more limited capacity and higher costs for both hiring and training new employees.  

Business owners and managers can address this employee turnover rate in many different ways, one of 
these is through adapting a reliable and easy-to-use technology like Hula: 

It makes things simpler – Hula can take a complex combination order and simplify and streamline the 
process to input the order for employees. 

It promotes employee accountability – Restaurant owners and managers can empower their staff to 
do well in their respective jobs and be more responsible by giving them accountability with Hula.  It 
has been designed to be easy to learn and work with but difficult to manipulate.   

 National Restaurant Association, “Economist’s Notebook: Hospitality Employee Turnover Rose Slightly in 2013.”4
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Hula can be customized to easily adapt to promotional menu items – There are no more second-
guesses for employees.  Hula can be used to strengthen the relationship between staff and customers 
by allowing the former to serve the latter better.  A case in point is how Hula can allow managers or 
operators to quickly change screens for promotional events or menu items.  For example, if the 
business hosts a nightly Happy Hour event, with Hula it can be set up to automatically adjust menu 
item pricing at that specific time.   

It is convenient and fast to learn – Hula has a sleek and easy-to-understand interface.  It is easy to 
install, easy to use and update, and easy to maintain.  It is quick and painless for even the most 
rudimentary user to begin to understand.  The Hula software comes with guides, setup wizards and 
support for all users to increase usability as well as customization.   

Support for Business Operations 

Many businesses such as restaurants are now using technologies to enhance their brand, business 
model, productivity, efficiency, revenues and customer service.  But the truth is, technology can only 
do so much.  What matters most is the kind of support owners, managers and employees can get out 
of the systems they have on-hand.  

How can Hula provide the much-needed support for business operations?  

Centralization – Every business wants to have a brand, but it does not begin and end with the 
business, name, logo and slogan.  It is not enough to have a unique name or message.  Consistency is 
something that is very important in branding.  Operators do not want to leave customers confused as 
to where they are every time they walk into a different location of a favorite restaurant group or 
franchise.  Owners and operators need to focus on brand to drive the same message and build the 
same culture throughout the business and each location.  

One of the standout features of Hula is the Point of Sale Director.  This tool within the software allows 
managers to copy elements like price, menu items, etc. to all other POS terminals using the system, via 
one single Master POS.  Using this tool, menu item changes can be made and transmitted company-
wide with the touch of a button.  
 
Real-time reporting and analytics – One of the issues faced by operators when it comes to data 
reporting, is that reports are often generated too late.  The mitigation of problems is often delayed due 
to the need for operators to analyze the data to look for issues or problems that may be affecting the 
business, either negatively or positively.  

With a system like Hula, operators are provided with real-time reporting.  A system like Hula also 
includes a specially designed reporting engine with one objective for operators: maximizing 
productivity and decreasing cost by allowing operators to maximize their menu.  With real-time 
reporting and analytics, the entire team in a business or single location can immediately adjust menu 
pricing, engineer meal combinations and even run promotional events that will generate more 
revenue for the business.   

In addition, operators can utilize the reporting functionality within Hula for any of the following: 
compiling for future references (i.e. forecasting, tracking pricing, inventory), per-day costing, per-meal 
costs, ad hoc reports and more.   
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Within the reporting engine of Hula, there are two sub-features that will aid operators in fostering 
better employee-employer relationships, they are the Tip Allocation Per Day and Cashier Banking 
functions.   

With Tip Allocation, operators can use the Hula system to deduct employees tip money from the 
restaurants gross sales to provide them with the correct tips daily.  The Cashier Banking functions act 
as an additional cashier for the business, to make sure that the correct amount of cash has been 
exchanged and is on-hand.  This function will greatly aid in reducing cashier manipulation or even 
theft, like giving too much or too little change.   

Cheap IT Infrastructure – One of the key differentiators for Hula is that it can be run without a POS 
terminal, as it is a cloud-based software solution.  For both enterprise-level businesses as well as 
smaller operations this can create substantial revenue savings as it does not require a hardware 
investment for the business.  IT purchases can be expensive investments for any business, which is 
often a discouraging factor.  However, investment in a cloud-based solution like Hula which requires a 
much lower investment from operators will prove that in this case the benefits far outweigh the costs.  

For restaurant owners and operators, Hula offers a multitude of flexible options.  At its most basic 
configuration, Hula POS software can be run on a computer or a tablet.  Operators can include credit 
and gift card processing, install peripheral devices for swiping, and even integrate printers and cash 
registers.  Additionally, these additions can be made over time, extending the amount of time for the 
investment itself, and possibly easing the financial burden for operators.  

Unlike other POS systems, Hula is compatible to most POS hardware systems, saving a substantial 
amount for the decision-makers.  Also, Hula can save operators the hassle of a system implementation 
by providing hardware that is already running the Hula software.  

Ultimately, technology can only do so much for a business, especially a restaurant business.  Hula POS 
software may not solve all of the problems faced day-to-day, however it can do a substantial amount 
to alleviate them. 
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